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AgendaAgenda
l Retail pricing models
ð Flat-rate access
ð Pre-paid
ð “Free” Internet

l Wholesale pricing models
ð What makes the Internet different from the public 

switched telephone network?
ð Africa’s international IP connectivity

l Developing country concerns
ð Costs of being an Internet “latecomer”
ð International co-ordination (D.120)
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Alternative retail pricing modelsAlternative retail pricing models
l Flat-rate per month
ð e.g., InfoCom in Uganda charges a flat-rate US$50 

per month for unlimited Internet Access. To this must 
be added line usage and rental charges.

l Usage-based
ð e.g., Telecom Egypt offers a “premium rate 900” dial-

up service, without subscription or pre-payment, with 
revenues shared 50/50 with ISPs;

ð e.g., Energis in UK splits local call charge with ISP, 
freeserve, which advertises “free” Internet

l Advertising-based
ð e.g., Hotmail offers “free” advertising-funded web-

based e-mail service
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Price: 
US$3.50 per 
hour peak 
and US$1.75 
off-peak
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Wholesale pricing of InternetWholesale pricing of Internet

l Domestic access
ð Leased lines
ð Dial-up lines

l International connectivity
ð Local half-circuit
ð Foreign half-circuit (e.g., from USA, Europe)

l Traffic exchange
ð Local
ð Foreign



Where does the money go? Where does the money go? 
Typical US ISP cashTypical US ISP cash--flowflow

$19.95 per month 
subscription

$7.50-$10.50 
Wholesale PoP Access

$2.00 - $3.00 
Customer Care

$3.00 amortised 
customer marketing

$3.50-$7.50 margin 
per customer

Source: Adapted from Paul Stapleton, ISP$ Market Report, Boardwatch Magazine.



Where does the money go? Where does the money go? 
Typical African US ISP cost structureTypical African US ISP cost structure

Source: World Bank.

Telecoms 
& Internet, 
48%

Salary & 
Maintenance, 
20%

Equipment 
costs, 32%



Different wholesale pricing Different wholesale pricing 
arrangements arrangements 

Public switched telephone 
service
lPer minute wholesale 
pricing of end-to-end int’l 
traffic
lInternational accounting 
rate and settlements 
system applies
lDomestically-regulated 
interconnect regimes
lAccess charges payable 
for call origination and 
termination
lSome transparency

Public Internet service
lUsage-based wholesale 
pricing is rare (NZ and AUS 
are exceptions)
lPeering arrangements, 
usually based on capacity 
or traffic exchanged
lNo end-to-end int’l 
settlement payments
lNo regulation of peering 
arrangements
lNo access charges 
payable for IP traffic in US
lNo transparency



Settlements-based trafficSettlements-based traffic

PTO A

Collects
revenues

Collects
traffic

PTO B

Retains
revenues

Terminates
traffic

Delivers traffic

Pays settlement fees

User 1 User 2 User 3 User 1 User 2 User 3

For accounting rate traffic, a direct bilateral
relationship is established between the origin and

termination operators. Intermediate transit operators
are compensated from the accounting rate which is

usually split 50:50. PTO B retains net settlement.
……...

PTO = Public
Telecommunications
Operator

PTOs A & B
split the cost of
the int’l circuit



Internet Peering traffic (Web)

ISP A

Exchanges
traffic

ISP B

Collects
revenues

Requests
and terminates
traffic

One-way (thick pipe)

User 1 User 2 User 3

For Internet Peering traffic, ISP B pays for
both halves of the International circuit(s) which are
used for peering with ISP A. ISP B also pays for 
traffic exchange.
ISP B may pay for the circuit directly, or in 
conjunction with one or more PTOs.

ISP = Internet
Services
Provider

PTO B pays 
the full cost of
the int’l circuit

Two-way (thin pipe)

Web 1 Web 1 Web 1
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Settlements and Peering: Settlements and Peering: 
What’s the difference?What’s the difference?

l Settlement-payment traffic
ð Substantial revenue transfers, from core to 

periphery of network
ð Promotes “organic” network growth
ð So, Operators generating less traffic than they 

receive have an incentive to keep prices high

l Peering traffic
ð Some revenue transfers, from periphery to core of 

network
ð Promotes “spontaneous” network growth
ð So, ISPs generating less traffic than they receive 

have an incentive to force prices down



Internet traffic flows are highly Internet traffic flows are highly 
asymmetric  asymmetric  

Public switched telephone 
service
lTraffic flows are bilateral 
and broadly match value 
flow in that caller, who 
initiates the call, also pays 
for it
lCall-back reverses the 
direction of the call, from 
a statistical viewpoint, but 
caller still pays & benefits
lTraffic flows unbalanced 
between developed and 
developing countries

Public Internet service
lTraffic flows are multi-
lateral: A single session 
may poll many countries
lWeb-browsing is dominant 
form of traffic: traffic flow is 
dominantly towards user 
who initiates the call. Web 
traffic highly asymmetric
lNewer forms of Internet 
traffic (telephony, push 
media, streaming video etc) 
reverses traffic flow to be 
from user which initiates the 
call
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Developing country concernsDeveloping country concerns
l Developing countries receive no international 

settlement payments for IP traffic
ð Increasingly, incoming IP traffic includes IP 

telephony and fax traffic which they must terminate

l They must pay to peer with US/EU backbone
ð Peering costs are rising as IP traffic continues to 

grow exponentially
l They must pay both half-circuits of the 

International Private Line to the foreign ISP
ð Even though traffic flows in both directions over the 

circuit, once it is established
l Telephone and fax traffic shifting to the Internet
ð What will replace the US$7 bn from settlements?



Africa’s International IP connectivityAfrica’s International IP connectivity

To North America
170 Mbit/s

To Europe
68.5 Mbit/s

Within
Africa, 
7.5 Mbit/s

To Asia-
Pacific, 
3 Mbit/s

Africa’s total IP connectivity 
= 249 Mbit/s

Global total inter-regional 
connectivity = 40’680 Mbit/s

Africa’s share = 0.6 per cent

Source: TeleGeography Inc., Global Backbone Database,
Note: Excludes domestic IP connectivity.
Figures for Africa include also Arab States.



Global InterGlobal Inter--regional IP backboneregional IP backbone

Europe

13’258 Mbit/sUSA &
Canada

Asia-
Pacific

5’916 Mbit/s

Latin
America &
Caribbean

949 Mbit/s

Arab 
States, 
Africa

170 Mbit/s

152 Mbit/s

63 Mbit/s

69 
Mbit/s

Source: TeleGeography Inc., Global Backbone Database. Data valid for Sept. 1999.
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Draft ITUDraft ITU--T Recommendation D.120: T Recommendation D.120: 
International Internet ConnectionInternational Internet Connection

Noting the rapid growth of the Internet and Internet 
based international services:

It is recommended that administrations* negotiate 
and agree bi-lateral commercial arrangements applying to 
direct international Internet connections whereby each 
administration* will be compensated for the costs that it 
incurs in carrying traffic that is generated by the other 
administration.

Note:  To be voted at the World Telecom Standardization Assembly in 
September 2000.
* “Administration” means national administration of recognised 
operating agency
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SummarySummary
l Retail pricing
ð Many possible retail pricing strategies
ð African prices currently well above world average
ð What matters most is consumer choice

l Wholesale pricing
ð African ISPs spend a much higher proportion of their 

costs on telecom costs (esp. int’l connectivity) than 
ISPs in developed economies

ð As IP traffic grows, and revenues from int’l incoming 
voice traffic falls, this will become a major policy issue

ð African ISPs and Operators should work together on 
reducing int’l connectivity costs


